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Bouquets, Buttonholes and Hair flowers 
 

This price guide has been created to help you with your budgeting and for reference.  

It is only a glimpse of what we can create and following your consultation with ourselves (which can take 

upto an hour) we will then provide you both with a full quotation and summary of your initial ideas. 

Prices vary throughout the year and your size and floral selection may vary the price. 

(This price guide is to be used for 2022 weddings) 
 

Bridal and Bridesmaids Bouquets 
 

Bridal – Gypsophila posy 

A compact posy of white gypsophila made very dense and having a tidy dense presentation. Choice of 

bind to be satin, hessian or string detail. 

Bridal from £55.00, Bridesmaids from £38.50 (to include 5 roses an extra £20.00 is applicable) 
 

Bridal – Hand tied posy 

Handtied posy with mixed selection of flowers within your colour options. To include roses. To include 

foliages and can be created with a formal structure or with a natural presentation which will be looser and 

have a handpicked look. Choice of bind to be satin, hessian or string detail. 

Bridal from £110.00, Bridesmaids from £62.50 
 

Bridal – Full shaped posy 

A compact hand tied posy with little or no foliage with all florals together to create a compact full dome. 

The shape creates great impact. Choice of bind to be satin, hessian or string detail. 

Bridal from £142.95, Bridesmaids from £82.95 
 

Bridal – Boho styled hand tied 

A large and oversized hand tied having mixed floral content, mixed foliages and masses of texture. The 

bouquet is very full and natural and having an unarranged handpicked style. Can also have touches of dried 

flowers if required. Choice of bind to be satin, hessian or string detail. To allow further movement loose 

ribbon lengths can be added. 
Bridal from £165.00, Bridesmaids from £79.85 
 

Bridal – Teardrop shower 

Designed as a bridal posy with a small trailing detail to enhance the design. Made in a holder rather than 

holding the bound stems.  

From £135.00 
 

Bridal – Full shower 

A long and cascading shower. Has mixed flowers and foliages to compliment your theme and colour 

selection. Made in a holder rather than holding the bound stems. A very heavy floral display and is perfect 

for a church wedding. 

From £165.00 
 



Buttonholes & Corsages 
Grooms buttonhole 

A single rose with a small cluster of the bridal flowers or a mini cluster of mixed flowers. To have a formal 

presentation, the fixing overbound in string or the stems open for a hand gathered style. Secures with a pearl 

pin. 

£8.95 
 

Mens rose buttonhole 

A single rose with mixed foliages. Secured with a pearl pin. 

£7.95 
 

Bouttonieres 

Mixed floral and/or foliage cluster, with an open gathered presentation and tied with string. Secured with a 

pearl pin. 

£7.95 
 

Calla lily / Orchid buttonhole 

A single feature flower with modern folded leaves and grass loops. The stem/bind to have an overlay detail 

inkeeping with the style/theme. Secured with a pearl pin. 

£8.95 
 

Pageboy 

Mini buttonhole (smaller version of the mens buttonhole). Secured with a magnet, removing the need for a 

pin. 

£5.95 
 

Flower girl 

Mini posy or flower wands with delicalte clusters. Ribbon and bow detail 

Posy from £16.50, Flower wand from £13.95 
 

Ladies corsage 

Cluster of flowers and foliage to compliment wedding theme/outfit. Choice of design to be dress, handbag 

or wrist corsage. Beadwork to be incorporated for a finishing detail. Dress corsages are secured with a 

magnet to remove the need for a pin. Handbag corsages we attach to the clutch bag and wrist corsages are 

attached with fine ribbon. 

£14.95 

Hair flowers 
 

Full floral crown 

Full floral crown with mixed foliages and having a delicate floral selection inkeeping with your wedding 

flowers. Option to include trailing ribbon detail. 

£48.95 
 

Hair circlet 

¾ head floral circlet. Choices of gypsophila or mixed foliages with delicate florals. Attach with bow and 

ribbon detail. 
Adults from £36.50, Flowergirls from £22.50 
 

Hair clusters 

Individually wired floral and foliage clusters for your hairdresser to attach. £9.95 per set 

Individually wired gypsophila clusters for your hairdresser to attach £7.95 per set 

 

This price guide to be used for guidance and is to be used to help budget for a 2022 wedding. 

Delivery charges may apply, dependant on distance to your venue/delivery address. 
(Vat @ standard rate is included) 


